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NEW QUESTION: 1
All-in-one UTM security gateways are starting to displace
routers in many small business networks. What does UTM stand
for?
A. Unified Threat Management
B. Ultimate Threat Monitoring
C. Universal Threat Manager
D. United Threat Monitor
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your company uses Azure Artifacts for package management.
You need to configure an upstream source in Azure Artifacts for
Python packages.
Which repository type should you use as an upstream source?
A. npmjs.org
B. third-party trusted Python
C. PyPI
D. Maven Central
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Get started with Python packages in Azure Artifacts
Create a feed
* Select Artifacts (in the left navigation of your Azure DevOps
project).
* On the Artifacts page, select Create Feed.
* In the Create new feed dialog box:
* In the Name field, give the feed a name.
PyPI is the default repository name for twine, which is a tool
for publishing Python packages.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/artifacts/quickst
arts/python-packages
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